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EAT STREET

1

MAHJONG

165 Fitzroy St, 9534 8833
There’s no trolley service but the weekend
pastime of yum cha is nevertheless popular at this
glass-fronted pit stop. The extensive menu reveals yum cha
and Cantonese faves including pork and prawn shui mai and
salt and pepper calamari.
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LUXEMBOURG BAR & BISTRO

2/157 Fitzroy St, 9525 4488
On the site that was Golden Fields until it shifted
to the city and into witness protection as
Supernormal, Luxembourg is top chef Andrew McConnell’s
new French bistro, named after Paris’ Jardin du Luxembourg
gardens. Order oysters and bubbles at the bar, or a T-bone
with bearnaise sauce and onion rings.
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The non-beachy end of
Fitzroy St has evolved
into a foodie haven,
taking you from France
to Sri Lanka with
breakfast, booze and
cheese to please, as
MEGAN MILLER
discovered

MILK THE COW

1/157 Fitzroy St, 9537 2225
This licensed fromagerie has up to 150 different
types of cheese in its cabinet at any one time. Opt
for a “tasting flight” which matches cheese with your tipple of
choice — beer, wine, whisky, cider or sake — or go avantgarde with BellaVitano designer cheese rubbed in coffee,
merlot or raspberry ale.
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2/155 Fitzroy St, 9537 0001
An atrium-style space leads up to a more
traditional federation-style dining room with lovely
park and city views. But when the sun’s out be one of the
pavement posse enjoying a spot of people watching as you
tuck into an all-day breakfast or steak sanger. Also does great
gourmet picnic hampers.
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125 Fitzroy St, 9525 5599
The front bar of the landmark corner building
is re-opening soon post-renovation, but the site
retains its title as champion multi-tasker also housing the
George basement bar, the White Bar, the George Lane Bar
and the excellent mod-Indian diner Babu Ji accessed via
Grey St.
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